
"Do the best you can until you know better. Then when you know better, do better."

(Maya Angelou) Doing the best and striving for better is an understatement for the

Cutter family and their farm at Cedar Valley. Not only do they do the best, but they are

constantly seeking "better" in all ways. In addition to that, they don’t just allow

knowledge of “better” to come to them; they create it, apply it, and provide better for

all. More efficiency throughout the entire hemp business is constantly being sown at

Cedar Valley, and to achieve it, they let absolutely nothing stand in their way. They

have created their own tools, solutions, and processes in every facet of the “field”. Their

family’s concoction of fierce work ethic, brilliance, and experience is constantly applied

to the knowing better and then doing better concept, which puts them a “Cutt” above. 
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The Cutter creation of Cedar Valley Farms is quite the

scene to be seen, or rather experienced. As you stroll

through the 20-foot high doors of the state-of-the-art,

hand-crafted facility, the crisp country air gently brushes

across your face as your eyes behold 180 acres of earthy,

open farmland, and the faint scent of citrusy pine from

fresh hemp flower filters through your nose. A sense of

peace and serenity envelops you. The awe-struck aura

may be followed by a sense of intrigue as you stumble

across several personal inventions sprinkled throughout

and perched perfectly in their respective positions. The

components that created this tranquil atmosphere full of

harmony and wonder paint a slightly different image

though, that which include dirt-stained hands, sweat-

saturated clothing, fatigued muscles, and mental

exhaustion. These characteristics are seen all throughout

the complex operations of this corporation and are the

reason Cedar Valley Growers holds the paintbrush

proudly to the handcrafted farm that once was just a

dream. 

A
State-of-the-Art

Facility
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Dreams exist in the minds of many, but harvesting those dreams requires action. At Cedar
Valley, dreams are not merely spoken about; they are worked toward with persistence until
they are achieved. Achieving their dream of creating Cedar Valley Farms required endless
amounts of hard work yet is far from over.  

The dream of Cedar Valley began to flourish quite quickly as its current status was achieved
in 1 year, from the ground up, and with their own hands. After the idea of a hemp farm
sprouted in their minds, establishing the farm required the demolition of previous dairy farm
remnants. This consisted of destructing and burning dilapidated buildings, clearing debris,
and preparing for the new. Dust eventually cleared the air, and the rubbish was soon carried
away, allowing space for the new facilities. Experience within the family from ownership in
other industries played a large hand in the construction of the new buildings. The Cutters
are seasoned entrepreneurs with ownership in the oil and gas industry, concrete,
construction, dairy and grain, and even the field of technology, among others. The extensive
business-world background is a unique Cutter characteristic that was highly impactful in
bringing the hemp endeavor to fruition overall. The masterpiece currently consists of 27
acres of field for outdoor crop, a state-of-the-art facility for drying and processing, and an
indoor greenhouse that can hold 1,500 plants. Additionally, there are future plans for
expansion, as the Cutters have secured a second, larger indoor greenhouse at another site. 

However, their ingenuity goes far beyond just a structural masterpiece. They have
developed technology tailored to the cultivation of hemp, and in a short amount of time, they
have personally invented many of their own tools and solutions to achieve more efficiency
through each process of hemp cultivation. Prepare to be amazed at the details of these
personal inventions as The Seed begins to delve into each creation in next month’s
newsletter! 

Their ingenuity
goes far beyond
just a structural

masterpiece.



We hope you've enjoyed
this peek into the Cedar

Valley Farm. Next month,
The Seed will feature

amazing details about how
the Cutter Family created

many of their own
inventions that garnish

this farm with both
uniqueness and efficiency!

 "Some centuries-old
pipes found in the garden
of William Shakespeare

still contain traces of
cannabis."
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Design of a Dream 
Still sat the seed of a dream once planted 
Stirring thoughts and burning desires would soon ignite 
Wisdom from experience not taken for granted 
Ideas spilled pools of genius splashing drops of insight 
 
Bright blazes burned the past to a tumbling fall 
Crumbled piles of what was lay together in ash 
Away went the rubbish as the smoke dissolved   
A fresh slate held beauty in its future stash 
 
Sweat fell from the brows as grit stained all the hands 
Creations bloomed into a flourishing frenzy 
Barriers stood strong, not seen in the plans  
The power of determination hung heavy  
 
A personal touch sprinkled all over the canvas 
Creative waters fed seeds hungry to grow 
A remedy prescribed for all flaws to vanish 
An award of harvest was now apropos 
 
Dust settled and a fresh breath was finally inhaled 
Time struck for the grand finale 
The curtain was drawn showing the plan now unveiled  
The design of a dream, Cedar Valley 
 


